ARMY PUBLIC SCHOOL BOLARUM
PARENTS FEEDBACK ON ONLINE CLASSES
S. No Class Sec

Feedback

1

1

B

Online classes is very much beneficial for us at this time. Child get bored at home but one
thing is good that the school started online classes. So far the experience is very good as we
are also involved in the online study. We watch the teachers how they are teaching, see
whether my daughter is understanding or not.After classes are over it is easy for us for check
the revision of classwork and homework.Thank you
Mr. Anshul Bansal
F/o Dhriti Bansal (1B)

2

1

C

Online classes are very excellent my kids also able to understanding the classes during this
disaster teachers are doing hard work for their students so that kids never forget the
studies their feeling is everyday they are going to school so happy with online classes,.
salute their efforts don't underestimate power of genuine praise. Thank you Army public
school Principal & Teachers🙏🏻
Mr. Lingampally Mahesh, Staff APSB
F/o Lingampally Surya (1C)

3

1

C

The online classes are well coordinated. Very informative and engaging. My son finds it very
interesting. He gets up early to follow the classes and is very curious. He is eagerly waiting
for the music classes too. I appreciate the efforts of teachers of APS Bolaram.
Major Kripakar M
F/o Desh V Kripakar (1C)

4

1

D

The e-learning initiative started by APS, Bolarum is a great effort to reach out to its students
during such social emergency. This is the most constructive way of utilising technology in a
child's life.
The teachers are communicating through voice recording and also sending video related to
the subject. Few YouTube videos are also being shared by the respective subject teachers
on new concepts. Children are reciprocating to this kind of learning well and understanding
the subject matter with the help of parents. Request the teachers to appear in the video so
that younger children can relate with you better.
Suggest you to share some art & craft ideas for children of std 1.
As a parent, I'm satisfied with the e-learning classes. Thank you
Lt Col Ashutosh Srivastava
F/o Diva Srivastava (1 D)

5

1

E

I feel very happy and confident when l see that our teachers are working together in the time
of this crisis, for the welfare and education of the Children. Already they are working very
hard to complete their mission with the help of internet. I feel that they are working quite well
till now. Hence I don't think anything more than this could be done at a time of such crisis.
Waiting eagerly for this crisis to end.
Sep M Srinivasan
F/o M Sai Eshitha (1E)

6

1

F

The online classes for the students are carried really well.
The kid is able to understand well as it has made easier to understand as well.
The timings are suitable too. These holidays has been utilised by the children to brush up
their basics and excel.
Sub/Maj P Ganga Prakash
F/o P Mihir Srivastav (1 F)

S. No Class Sec

Feedback

7

3

A

The online teaching has facilitated learning from home during this time of crisis.The inclusion
of all subjects including physical education makes learning interesting.The teaching of
subjects is also very effective with videos and clear instructions in the audio clips.My child is
doing all the work given very meticulously and religiously. Thanks for the efforts taken by
APSB.
Ex-Hav Somasundaran
F/o Aishwarya Somasundaran III A

8

3

A

Good morning ma’am
Innovative work done painstakingly by the teachers. The method of delivery of lecture is good
& use of videos, audio’s, photos is helping the children to understand the concept clearly in
easy way. The homework given is innovative as well as make the child to do something
constructively.
In whole the present teaching methodology makes enjoyable, right use of time, resources
and easy for the child as well as for the parents.
Great work being done by the teachers, couldn’t have been better in the present
circumstances.
Thanks a lot team APSB
warm regards
Col Pramod Kumar Gahlot(OFFR)
F/o Nivritti Gahlot

9

3

B

The idea of online classes is good. My ward is able to understand the concept easily and is
completing the work regularly.👍🏻
In this difficult time it's a very effective way of teaching.....but I suggest that group should be
kept open even in holidays so that children can ask doubts whenever they study the
concept again in holidays.🙏🏻
JWO Sharwan Kumar
F/o Ayush Kaushik III B

10

3

B

Aniket is really enjoying the online classes.It is well planned and easy to follow and
understand because of small video clips and through the pronounciation video. The work
load is also enough for student.He learns and understand through the video and not feel over
loaded, specially thanks goes to class teacher (English ,Hindi and maths teachers) because
they are giving such a interesting videos to understand in a easiest way.
Thanku all the teachers for making this lockdown memorable through online classes.
Your efforts are much appreciated ....... thanku teachers🙂
SGT A.k.choudhary
F/o Aniket III B

11

3

B

Dear Class Teacher..
Our heartfelt appreciations and adulations for the great efforts being made by the team and
yourself in particular during these difficult times.
The children are enjoying the fun classes and the tiffin break in between..!!
All the teachers are making sincere and progressive efforts in their respective subjects...the
standards are superb. The individual efforts...praiseworthy.
All the best to the TEAM
Col Faisal Zia
F/o Fariah Anwar Zia Class III B

S. No Class Sec

Feedback

12

3

D

Ma'am we are very happy with all of your classes and the way of teaching. The videos and
after then the way of your explanation will help the easy understanding for all children. I am
heartily thankful to all the teachers of APS Bolarum for their great efforts.Thanks to all.👏👏
Nb Sub Mohammad Zikaria
F/o Mahi Afreen III D

13

3

D

Ma'am,
We all appreciate the efforts being put in by APS Teachers. All the classes r well planned n
easy to understand by students. Thanks
Regards,
Tarun Shekhawat
F/o Ms Vaanya Shekhawat Class III D

14

3

D

On behalf of all parents I would like to thank all the teachers who have taken such an
excellent initiative to conduct online classes.
The curriculum and content is being put forward in such a crisp and simple format. My child is
eager everyday to attend the classes. It already inculcated interest in her.
The videos and audio formats are self explanatory.
Thanks again to all the teachers.
Madhurima Ch
M/o Ms Anwitha Ch Class III D

15

3

E

The e learning intiative by your esteemed school is extremely beneficial for my daughter
specially during the lockdown period. We r thankful to the teachers whose untiring effort to
make the content very interesting and knowledgeable is visible and evident. Thanks a lot for
the excellent effort. Regards..
Wg Cdr Amit Saxena
F/o Advita Saxena Class III E

16

3

H

1) Good Morning Mam .... E classes have been an experience in itself.... I will narrate a few
positives and negatives.....
Positives
1. Children gainfully employed.
2. Parents are contended that children are not left out in studies.
3. Audio Video presentation is easily understood.
4. Narration by teachers is clear and concise.
5. Children are interested as it's a new thing.
6. Parents are also ensuring that their kids study.
7. Queries are being answered by teachers.
Negatives
1. Stress on eyes of children.
2. Lack of discipline as enforced by teachers in school.
3. Children are more interested in playing games the moment parents are away.
Regards
Col and Mrs Devender Singh
CDM (TC CASE)OFFR

17

4

A

These classes are really good, teachers are taking so much pains for the students.
Appreciate the efforts taken by the school.
Col Munish Matta
S/o Sana Matta Class IV A

S. No Class Sec

Feedback

18

4

A

Superb initiative by APS Bolarum for the online classes...
It's really an innovative way. These online classes have brought classroom from school to the
home.
All the teachers have put in great effort. The content provided is appropriate, YouTube video
links posted are very helpful.
Daily worksheets are a novel idea... making students to be regular.
Students feel connected, Happy & contended.
Mr Anand S
S/o Deepak Anand Class IV A

19

4

B

Very much helpful and easy to understand.Great step to teach children in these
circumstances.
Mrs. Pratibha
M/o Anant kumar Gupta

20

4

E

This online classes are very usefull for teacher and student's as digital learning & paper less
technology.
B kumar
S/o Panav Kumar Class IV E

21

4

F

The class is more interesting and my daughter is very much active. The material supplied is
so useful . The app and the organising of class is excellent. Please continue the same.
Chandra Bose
S/o C. Sanjanaa Bose Class IV F

22

5

B

Online classes of all subjects are very well. Teacher have best knowledge of their subject
and teaching way are very nice, children pick up easily.Thanks a lot.
Hav Niranjan Kumar
F/o Nisha 5B

23

5

C

The Online Classes are well Tailor made and being conducted immaculately.
The competency and involvement of the Teacher's is highly appreciated.
As parent's, we are satisfied and the students are taking the same well.
Thank you.
Lt Col Ravindra Rananavare
F/o Dakshayani Rananavare Class 5C

24

5

D

It's really useful. Best part is the enthusiasm of both teacher and the student. Thank you.
Col P.K Singh ( CDM)
F/o Sagarika class 5D

25

5

F

The online classes started by the school is a great initiative to keep the children productively
engaged. The classes are sufficiently interactive and fun.As a positive spin-off, due to the
online nature of the classes, the children are becoming more comfortable with operating the
Computers to make presentations etc.
Overall online classes have been well structured for the child to understand easily.
Lt Col TVR Satyanarayana
F/o T.Srirama Aditya 5 F

S. No Class Sec

Feedback

26

6

A

Feedback: In my view ma'am, the online classes have come as a breath of fresh air for my
child who's thoroughly enjoying the sessions. She's avidly listening to all the instructions and
doing the assignments regularly on her rough books. Till now, we haven't faced any issues,
either with the instructions or the content. So far so good ma'am:).
Suggestion: If a day (Sat) can be dedicated only for clarifying doubts, that would enable
children to focus better in the forthcoming classes. Children can post their doubts to the
concerned teacher separately during the week and the teacher could answer them on a
Saturday( in addition to the regular class that day).
Mr Shailendra Rao
F/o Suhani Rao VI A

27

6

A

Feedback1. Speed is little too fast for the kids to grasp & hence needs to slow down a bit.
2. Videos explaining the topic can also forwarded in form of a link are good for better
assimilation.
3. Sample answers of the questions could also be given for students to follow.
4. More time to be given for children to write in the notebook.
5. All together well conducted.
Col Aman Luthra
F/o Noori Luthra VI A

28

6

E

Feedback ( spoke on the phone personally to the mother)
All classes going smoothly , its self explanatory , child is able to do it at his pace....but only
concern was how to monitor if the child is doing school work or being on internet
unnecessarily.
Nb/ Sub Rudrayya Addi
F/o Varun Sandeesh Addi 6E

29

6

F

Feedback :
Classes r going very well , teachers and taking a lot of effort in expanation of the lessons,
ppt, links and voice messages r very much self explanatory. Thanx .
Lt Col Mayur Raturi
F/o Viraj Raturi 6F

30

6

G

Feedback ( spoke personally to the mother)
(The family is stuck in Tirupati and still able to access our classes)
Was Very happy about online classes, children get up early to be able to attend the class
...but as she has two children studying in our school ..one child is only able to do online in
virtual time the other studies at his own time ...so concern for attendance ... but was
explained not to worry as the child can study at his own pace ...as material is always present
on the group.
Hav B Chakravarthy
F/o B Yuvraj Class 6 G

31

6

H

Feedback : ( spoke to the mother personally)
Happy with the classes.
L/Nk V Praveen Kumar
F/o V Daksh 6H

32

7

A

Completely satisfied and very happy with the pace,quality & quantity of work given by
teachers. Happy that children are given achievable day to day tasks.
Grp.Capt. Samuel
F/o Keerthana Samuel 7 A

S. No Class Sec

Feedback

33

7

B

Very happy & satisfied. great initiative by APSB.
Nk Sub Mahesh Kumar
F/o Harish Kumar 7 B

34

7

C

Extremely happy that children are kept busy with day to day study tasks.
Ex Lt.Col. R Shankar
F/o Rachnakonda Vaishnavi 7 C

35

7

D

Very satisfied and happy with all subject teachers!
Hav Amit Kumar
F/o Aniket Nain 7 D

36

7

E

Very happy and satisfied. Impressed that every teacher brings across a different method and
has a unique style of teaching.
Col. JS Gill
F/o Rannsher S Gill 7 E

37

7

F

Extremely satisfied and happy!
Manoj Kumar
F/o Latika Malik 7 F

38

7

G

Very satisfied and extremely happy! teachers are very approachable and quick in clearing
doubts of students.
Hav S Mohan Rao
F/o S Navya 7 G

39

8

A

I can understand what the teachers are teaching to me.
NK Narendra Kumar Patel
F/o Dhiraj Kumar Patel 8 A

40

8

C

FEEDBACK - During this lockdown this is the best way of teaching I am satisfied with all the
classes.. all teachers are giving their best...with all the study material like slides, videos and
all .... Some time children are facing some problems in starting days thay are doing
good...thaks mam regards.
SGT ABHISHEK DOGRA
F/O ARUSHI 8 C

41

8

C

FEEDBACK: The online classes have generated good interest among the students. Videos
and audio clips are very good. We should continue to send these clips after lockdown period
as well. Assignments should be checked. Also some time should be kept for Question &
Answers. Overall, students are being engaged very well by teachers. Thanks a lot. Regards
COL NISHANT SANWAL
F/O KUSHAGRA SANWAL 8C

42

8

D

The classes are very productive. The use of videos by teachers makes learning interesting.
The teaching and instructions are very clear. The classes can be made more interactive to
check if the student has understood the concept . They are missing the personal touch.
Projects given by teachers are very fruitful. Great initiative and appreciate the effort by all
teachers. Thank you.
Mr Arunabh Mitra
F/o Sudarsan Mitra 8 D

43

8

D

FEEDBACK: GOOD, MEANINGFUL AND EFFECTIVE.
NB/SUB ANIL B. PATIL
F/O ANUP A. PATIL VIII-D

S. No Class Sec

Feedback

44

8

E

FEEDBACK: the classes are of great help children have started their routine work and with
the guided help of the teachers they are able to do their work independently , my sincere
thanks to all the teachers for taking so much effort for ostudents , and I thank APS for such a
good initiative... Teachers you rock🙏🏻💐
Col Akashdeep Sharma
F/o Gauranshi Sharma 8 E

45

8

E

FEEDBACK:
The way the study materials were drafted Lis great ( videos/audio) , simple and self
explanatory. Even I am enjoying that and keeping myself busy during home stay. Should
thank you all for that. 😃
Shri Manoj Kumar
Sreenithi Menon 8 E

46

8

E

FEEDBACK: It is a very nice initiative taken by APS Bolaram to start Online Classes. Other
Schools/Colleges are now taking this route. Use of Zoom App may be avoided as it is under
Scanner for Information Leak. Sharing PowerPoint Presentations, Videos & voice Messages
on WhatsApp is sufficient and allowing Divya to playback and catch up what she didn't
understand.
Thank you for your initiative.
Gp Capt K Rakesh
F/o K Divya Gowri VIII-E

47

8

F

Feedback - The online classes are good as childrens are studying at home because of this
and the teachers are also explaining soo well that there is no problem for the childrens and
they are clearing the doubts also.
So totally these classes are good for the on online classes.
HAV Mandeep Kumar
F/o Lakshit Chaudhary Class - 8 F

48

8

G

Feedback: Interesting & Good
Kartar Singh
F/o Bhavna 8 G

49

9

B

The e classes are certainly useful considering the circumstances, however it can no way
replace the traditional class room teaching at least for 9 on wards as they have to prepare for
the Bd next year .
Col N Balamurugan
F/o Sanjana Class IX B

50

9

B

The classses being conducted are novel and though Suhanee was a bit apprehensive about
it initially, she has started liking them.
More aids to support the subjects could be used to make it a classroom feel. Satisfying effort
by all teachers.
Brig Vijay Kumar Jagtap
F/o Suhanee V Jagtap IX B

51

9

C

These classes are a good way of starting of the academic session so that students do not
lack with the syllabus.
G.Srinivas
F/o G. Hashmitha IX C

S. No Class Sec

Feedback

52

9

C

Its very thoughtful of the teachers and the school to make this endeavour of reaching out to
the children in this difficult time ... we are extremely happy and satisfied with the way every
subject is being coverd in the best possible way under the given circumstances... it’s making
the children make the optimum use of their time at home and at the same time get
acquainted to the new books and the syllabus ... thank you for taking on the challenge of
distant learning and making it worth its while .
Keep up the good job 👍🏼
Regards
Col Deepak Rishi
F/o Samarth Rishi IX C

53

9

C

The e-learning classes are helpful, and help me to do my work with adequate understanding.
Each day’s work is clear and made quite simple. Maths is very helpful the way ma’am is
teaching. Learning this way helps me as I can go over the videos if I haven’t understood
something. My overall experience is good. I’m grateful to all my teachers.
Col. Nitin Sharma
F/o Ananya Sharma Class IX C

54

9

E

Feedback:
Good evening ma'am....
We are happy and satisfied with all the sessions being taken.
Truly appreciate the efforts put in.
Lt.Col. Manish Thakur
F/o Saana 9E

55

9

F

We are totally satisfied with the online classes... As instead of wasting time at home doing
nothing, he is engaged with books.... And... (ashutosh) He said he is understnding and he is
comfortable with the online classes.
Sgt. R. K Kushwaha.
F/o Ashutosh Kushwaha Class IX F

56

9

F

On line classes very interesting and knowledgeable. Teachers has shown best effort for
teaching and doubt clarification. Student also showing interest in online classes and trying to
achhive maximum knowledge. We r fully satisfied. We r very grateful to u . Thanks
Sub.Anil Kumar Sah
F/o Sushant Kumar Class IX F

57

9

F

Though Mobile can't replace a teacher but i like the way they r explaining each n
everything,each n every word used is very clear. Videos r very helpful.We appreciate the
efforts put in by the teachers in this period of lockdown and hope this is gonna help students.
Thank you Ma'am for your efforts.
Lt.Col.Gagandeep Singh
F/o Shagun Kaur Class 9F

58

9

F

It's great initiative taken by the team of APSB.
It is helping kids....they are trying to cope up with the new learning....I hope it will go smoothly
till lockdown period.
Thank u teacher
Warm Regards
Col.N K Sharma
F/o Sanyyam Sharma 9 F

59

9

F

Online classes are very good..thanks for your efforts.
Mr. Kishore
F/o D.Trishala Class. 9F

S. No Class Sec

Feedback

60

10

A

These classes are very helpful for child mam as he can sit at any place and learn . It is better
than face to face classes at school because if doesn't understand it once child can play it
again and again till he understand. Thank you mam for conducting these classes in crucial
times.
Nb Sub Reddy
F/o Shiva Nandini Class X A

61

10

B

Mam everything is going on fine till now, I'm able to do the work because a particular time is
given for every subject.
MR SRIDHAR A N
F/o Adwaitha Class X B

62

10

C

Ma'am, it's going very well. All the topics are explained clearly. I totally appreciate your efforts
to educate us in this hard times.
Thank you ma'am!
HAV PIRIYA PRABHAKAR
F/o P Praveena Class X C

63

10

C

Good afternoon ma'am,
Duly sending you the feedback...
If l throw light on this method of online learning, I would like to highlight both pros and cons...
In accordance with my perseverance, learning through WhatsApp is more like a one-sided
conversation. Yes, it is a common as well as a conventional platform but I would suggest
something more effective. Through a student's perspective, teaching should be done in such
a way that grasps the child's attention and makes him sit for hours on end. For this, I would
suggest an online platform that solves the purpose of face to face conversation. Also
worksheets should continue to be sent on WhatsApp as it is conventional..
For me, clearing the basics is as important as writing answers and notes. So it would be
better if more time could be allotted to learning if and when the institution finds a better
platform.
Concluding, the current method has its pros and cons. And with respect to all the teachers
who are constantly putting their efforts, the major issues of this problem can more effectively
be dealt with if are seen throughout a student's perspective...
Lt Col SYED FARAZ ZAIDI
F/o Faiz Class XC

64

10

E

The online classes conducted by the teachers are proving really satisfactory. We appreciate
the teacher's hardwork and patience during this critical time.
Wing commander S Singh
F/o Ivania Class X E

65

10

E

It's going good
I am understanding This way
SUB PRAVEEN
F/o Meenakshi Praveen XE

66

12

A

The online classes are very productive. Irrespective of the circumstances every subject
teacher is putting a lot of efforts in making videos and notes which is highly appreciated.
Mrs. Amandeep KaurSingh
M/o Fateh singh (XII A MPC)

S. No Class Sec
67

12

B

Feedback
Today's apparent situation is hidden from no-one, this outbreak of COVID-19 or Corona
Pandemic has resulted is shutting down of institutes like schools and educational facilities,
but the schools initiative with combination of their teachers for educating students via online
classes has just left us spellbound. So that the completion of the syllabus does not become a
burden on the students later whenever the schools reopens. They have also devised a way
of checking weather the students are attending the classes regularly by taking a regular roll
count of the students present and who all have completed their notes. By also giving then
worksheets they evaluate even if the students are able to comprehend what is being taught.
Whatever being today's scenario the teachers are still giving in their 100 percent for their
students..... So hats off to them and regards from the parents.....
M/o Sehajdeep Singh
XII B (MPC)

